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2 1  M A R C h
❶ MAkhMUR front: ISIS launched a pre-dawn assault 
through five suicide attackers on the Iraqi Army, killing two 
Iraqi soldiers. Rudaw IraqiNews BasNews

❷ MOSUL front: Two Peshmerga reconnaissance drones shot 
down by ISIS in the Falfil area. Amaq Agency

❸ KıRKUK front: the Brigade XVI of the Turkmen crowd 
and al-Abbas Division fighters and the support of the army 
aviation foiled an attack by the ISIS elements targeted front 
berms of the crowd on the outskirts of Bashir killing seven 
members of ISIS. NINANews

❹ TAL A�AR: the coalition air force carried out an air strike 
in the district of Tal Afar, targeting a convoy belonging to the 
gangs of ISIS and killed the Prince Muthana Hamza Ibrahim 
Afri and 24 others and the destruction of 6 vehicles. NINA-
News

❺ HAWıJA: the Iraqi air force carried out an air strike on a  
headquarters of the Sharia Court of ISIS in al- Abbasi area in 
al-Hawija and killed ISIS leader Suleiman Ali Hussein called 
Abu Tarq as well as the killing of 20 other terrorists. NINA-
News

❻ QAYYARAh: Nineveh Intelligence and Security Directorate, 
in coordination with the Joint Operations launched a fatal air 
strike against a large gathering belonging to ISIS near Qayyarah 
Bridge, killing dozens of ISIS militants. IraqiNews

2 2  M A R C h
� MAkhMUR front: ISIS attacked the external security point 
of the American base in Makhmur. The base guards repulsed 
the attack and killed at least two members of ISIS. IraqiNews

❼ MOSUL front: Heavy coalition airstrikes against ISIS in 
Bashiqa and ❹ Tal Afar. @EzidiPress

❽ MOSUL front: ISIS attacked the Turkish base. ShafaqNews

❾ GWER front: ISIS attacked Gamesh Tapa with mortar fire. 
NRTTV

❿ ShıNGAL front: YPG and PKK negotiated  the release of 51 
Ezidis from Raqqa as part of a prisoner exchange with ISIS. 
The released Ezidis were transferred to Sinune. ÊzîdîPress ANF

❸ KıRKUK front: the Iraqi army aviation carried out several 
strikes on ISIS sites in Bashir and outskirts. NINANews IraqiNews

⓫ MOSUL: The international coalition bombarded Mosul 
University as well as the presidential palaces resulting in the 
death of 22 ISIS elements. IraqiNews. ISIS executed ten of its 
elements after fleeing from their positions. NINANews

⓬ MOSUL front: Peshmerga forces foiled an attack carried out 
by ISIS with two suicide bombers targeted Telskuf. NINANews

 2 3  M A R C h
⓭ MOSUL front: Peshmerga forces repelled two attacks for 
ISIS at dawn in Noran and ❼ Bashiqah. NINANews

⓮ ShıNGAL front: PKK, YPG and YBŞ forces liberated the 
strategic village of Um Zeyban. @EzidiPress ANF

❻ QAYYARAh: international coalition aircraft carried out an 
air strike targeted a gathering of ISIS gangs in Qayyarah 
Bridge. NINANews

⓰ MEDYA DE�ENSE ZONES: Turkish warplanes continued 
striking what they believe to be PKK positions inside the Kur-
distan Region. NRTTV
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2 4  M A R C h

⓮ ShıNGAL front: PKK forces blow up two ISIS vehicles in 
the village of Emdîban/Umm Al-Dheeban. @EzidiPress

⓯ TUZ KhURMATU: Peshmerga special forces team was 
deployed to Tuz Khurmatu where violent clashes have erupted 
recently between Kurdish forces and Shia PMU. NRTTV

⓱ HAWıJA: Iraqi Air Force carried out air strikes to a plant 
laboratory to manufacture various types of weapons and 
ammunition belonging to ISIS in Hawija. NINANews

Ａ MAkhMUR front: Iraqi forces, Peshmerga, PMU and pro-
Baghdad tribes started launching the first phase of the mili-
tary operations to liberate the Nineveh province. Rudaw 
NINANews MEE

2 5  M A R C h
⓱ HAWıJA: International Coalition carried out several air 
strikes targeted a gathering of ISIS in Hawija. NINANews.  
Iraqi air force carried out an air strike in ⓲ Upper Hamdha 
village. NINANews

⓳ KhANA�ıN: An explosive device went off near the inter-
section of Akbashi area targeting a patrol of the Peshmerga, 
which resulted in the deaths of three members of the patrol 
and wounding a fourth. IraqiNews NINANews

⓴ ShıNGAL front: international coalition bombed a gathe-
ring of ISIS between Baaj and Shingal. NINANews

Ａ MAkhMUR front: Iraqi army carried out an unsuccessful 
operation to liberate some villages near Makhmour. BasNews

2 6  M A R C h
❹ TAL A�AR: International coalition targeted a prison in the 
district of Tal Afar. NINANews - Peshmerga attacked the ISIS-
controlled � Ayadhiya village. ARANews

❽ MOSUL front: Katyusha rockets fired from the ISIS side 
dropped on Turkish military base killing one soldier and inju-
ring another. DailySabah Kurdistan24

⓫ MOSUL: ISIS imposed a curfew in the city of Mosul, becau-
se of the air strikes on its headquarters. IraqiNews. Peshmerga 








firing grad rockets at Mosul and � Khursabad  from ⓭ 
Naweran front. @IslamZebari ARANews

� MOSUL front: Peshmerga forces shot down an ISIS drone 
near Keske. @IslamZebari ARANews IraqiNews

Ａ MAkhMUR front: After three days of fighting ISF mana-
ged to retake the villages of Koudila, Karmerdi and Kherabar-
dan. Al Jazeera - International coalition carried out an airstrike 
resulted in the killing of four snipers were inside a water tank 
in Salahia village. NINANews

2 7  M A R C h
❽ MOSUL: international coalition aircraft bombed about 18 
locations to ISIS in the left coast of Mosul. NINANews

⓮ ShıNGAL front: YBŞ (Shengal Resistance Units) General 
Command announced the results of the Mediban operation 
and stated 107 ISIS members were killed. ANF 

Ａ MAkhMUR front: ISF evacuated 2,500 citizens from the 
villages of Mahana, Kudila and Kharbardan. The concerned 
authorities are preparing to set up a camp in a safe area in the 
district of Makhmour. NRTTV IraqiNews - The IS’ commander 
of south-west of Makhmor was targeted in an airstrike conduc-
ted by coalition jets, killing him and two of his bodyguards. The 
operations came to a halt by military commanders, the stoppage 
will only last for 48 hours. PukMedia - Members of the Hawks cell 
in � Sharqat have carried out a successful security operation, 
which resulted in the killing of three IS’ members. NINANews
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